As part of Rexair’s Customer Care program, each AquaMate receives a Customer Care serial number only after passing Quality Control assurance testing. This serial number provides:

- Ownership identification for you
- Warranty identification for your Distributor
- Assurance of passing Quality Control testing
- Assurance of “factory-fresh” condition

For future reference, record the serial number in the space provided below. No authentic, new AquaMate should be sold without this number. If the serial number is missing, Rexair makes no claim as to the origin, age, or condition of the unit. If you are unable to locate a serial number on your AquaMate, please contact Rexair’s customer service department.
**Important Safety Instructions**

**Please Read All Instructions Before Using This Unit**

When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following:

⚠️ **Warning: To Reduce Risk of Fire, Electrical Shock or Injury**

1. Do not leave appliance when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before servicing.
2. To reduce the risk of electrical shock, use indoors only.
3. To avoid risk of electrical shock and to reduce risk of fire, use only Rainbow cleaning products intended for use with this machine.
4. To avoid risk of electrical shock, use only the hose supplied with the Rainbow for wet pickup operations. See Rainbow owner’s manual. Do not modify the electrified plug in any way.
5. The AquaMate contains an electric motor and power cord. To avoid risk of electrical shock, DO NOT immerse the electric cord in water while filling or cleaning the tank.

⚠️ **Important**

6. The AquaMate tank is designed to use only clean, cold tap water. To avoid damage to the AquaMate, do not place any of the following into the water tank:
   - Hot water or liquids.
   - Detergents of any kind, including Rainbow products.
   - Commercially available cleaning liquids or compounds.
7. Use only AquaMate Concentrate Solution or Clean Floor Concentrate Solution in the small side soap tank.
8. Do not use on hardwood, laminate or marble flooring.
9. Ensure the carpet has thoroughly dried before using the Rainbow Power Nozzle to vacuum.
10. Do not use the AquaMate when the clean water tank is empty. This could result in damage to the pump.
11. For further safety instructions, refer to Rainbow Owner’s Manual.

**Servicing of Double-Insulated Appliance**

In a double-insulated appliance, two systems of insulation are provided instead of grounding. No grounding means is provided on a double-insulated appliance, nor should a means for grounding be added to the appliance. Servicing a double-insulated appliance requires extreme care and knowledge of the system and should be done only by qualified Rainbow service personnel. Replacement parts for a double-insulated appliance must be identical to the parts they replace. A double-insulated appliance is marked with the words “DOUBLE-INSULATION” or “DOUBLE-INSULATED.” The Symbol (square within a square) may also be marked on the appliance. Any servicing other than cleaning should be performed by an Authorized Rainbow Distributor or Service Center.

☐

**Save These Instructions**

This appliance is intended for household use only.

Use the AquaMate only as directed in this owner’s manual.

Use the AquaMate with Model E2 Rainbow only.
get acquainted with your aquamate®

1. AquaMate
2. AquaMate Tank
3. Stainless Steel Wands
4. Rainbow Hose
5. Rainbow
6. Rainbow Dolly & Water Basin
7. AquaMate Carpet Cleaner

*Not included

⚠️ CAUTION: Do not use the AquaMate on hardwood floors, laminates, marble, Persian and Oriental rugs or other surfaces that may be susceptible to water damage or can be easily scratched.

STORAGE & MAINTENANCE

- The clear plastic lens located on the front of the AquaMate can be easily removed for cleaning between uses.
- The brush roll can be pulled down to allow cleaning between uses.
- To clean water from wands, remove front lens and run Rainbow for 20 seconds.
- A little soap goes a long way! Use no more than one capful of soap in the soap tank, and always fill the remainder of the soap reservoir with clean water.
- Do not store the AquaMate with water or soap in the tank.
- Prior to storing the AquaMate, empty the tank and suck any residual water from the receptacles.
- Always turn the valve “off” and remove the water tank. This eliminates a potential for leakage.
- If the AquaMate is unattended for a short period of time, move the valve to the “off” position.
quick-start guide

1. Prepare the carpet…
   a. Use the Rainbow and Power Nozzle to vacuum the entire area to be cleaned, making sure there is no remaining debris on the surface.
   b. Empty and rinse the water basin. Do not refill.

2. Prepare the AquaMate…
   a. Begin with an empty water basin. Attach the Rainbow and dolly. Attach the hose and wands.
   b. Insert the bottom wand with male end into the opening located on top of the AquaMate. Press downward until button lock clicks.
   c. Add one capful of Rainbow AquaMate Concentrate Solution to the AquaMate soap reservoir.
   d. Fill the remainder of the AquaMate soap reservoir with cool, clean tap water and secure the cap tightly.
   e. Fill the AquaMate water reservoir with cool, clean tap water and secure the cap tightly.
   f. Place the AquaMate tank onto the AquaMate until you feel it lock into place.

3. Shampoo…
   a. Set the AquaMate switch to the SOAP + WATER position. Turn on the Rainbow to HIGH mode.
   b. Squeeze the pistol trigger grip and apply solution to the carpet using slow forward and backward movements across the floor. Use the handle’s trigger lock switch to keep the brush roll fully engaged.

4. Rinse…
   a. Set the AquaMate switch to the WATER ONLY position.
   b. Squeeze the pistol trigger grip and rinse the carpet using slow forward and backward movements across the floor. Use the handle’s trigger lock switch to keep the brush roll fully engaged.

5. Extract…
   a. Set the AquaMate switch to the EXTRACT position.
   b. Extract the remaining water from the carpet using very slow backward movements.
   c. For extra dry carpet, go over the entire area a second time.
   d. When finished cleaning, empty and rinse the water basin. Allow to dry.

PRIMING THE AQUAMATE

The AquaMate may require priming, which may take approximately 20 seconds. To reduce priming time, several things can be done:

1. Make sure the water tank is fully seated
2. Turn the valve to the SOAP + WATER position
3. Squeeze and release the handle trigger several times

If the soap reservoir becomes empty while you are operating the AquaMate, and the valve is in the SOAP + WATER position, no water will be dispensed because air is being sucked through the soap reservoir. When operating the AquaMate without soap, always fill the soap reservoir with water to prevent loss of prime.